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Many people have been here: you pull that desk drawer open and the drawer face comes
completely off. Once the initial shock has worn off, and the scattering of papers and debris has
been cleaned up, next comes the game plan. A broken wooden drawer can’t easily be
replaced, especially if the desk is older. With Super Glue’s Fix-All Adhesive, that gaping hole
in the desk can easily become a quick-fix.
[Read The Full Article Here]
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[Photo Credit: Wall Street Journal (June 26, 2015)]
Summer is the best time of year for Fly Fishers, Hikers, and Campers! So many adventures
and wonderful places to go far away from crowds and confusion. Packing light and smart is
the key to all successful travel and these sports enthusiasts know how to do it best!
[Read The Full Article Here]

These Boots Were Made for
Bonding with Bondini Everything
Gel

Split shoe soles have a way of tripping people up, literally. When a favorite pair of boots or
footwear suffers that moment of separation, the dirt may fly and the heart may sink just a little
bit. Some take their shoes to get repaired professionally, which can be expensive. Others
donate or even dispose of the pair. However, Super Glue’s Bondini Everything Gel can make
shoe repair simple and effective, and not so much of a “soul” splitting experience.
Abundant Bonding Applications

When it comes to bonding, Bondini Everything Gel’s name says a lot. It works on just about
everything, including materials such as:
Leather
Cardboard
Rubber
Ceramic
Metal
China
Wood
Most Plastics
Corkboards
Jewelry and much more
[Read The Full Article Here]

How to Fix Weather Stripping with
Super Glue’s Super Weather Strip
Adhesive

Weatherstrips that are used and worn can come loose – it happens. The good news is that
you don’t necessarily have to replace them. That’s where Super Glue’s Super Weatherstrip
Adhesive, from their Pro Seal line of products, comes in handy.
This product is ideal for securing worn or damaged weatherstrips. It’s also high strength, fast
drying and can bond to several different surfaces.

Tips For Weatherstripping
For starters, if you’re looking to secure your weatherstrip to your door, you want to position it
high enough so it doesn’t drag any rugs. It would be ideal if you mark the placement
beforehand.
Secondly, you’re going to want to make sure the surface area of your weatherstrip and your
door or window are dry and wax free.
[Read The Full Article Here]
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